Sirkis / Bialas International Quartet
contemporary electro-accoustic jazz

featuring:

Asaf Sirkis

drums / compositions

Sylwia Bialas

vocals / compositions

Frank Harrison

piano, keyboards

Patrick Bettison

bass, chromatic harmonica

The Sirkis/Bialas International Quartet is a fresh new collaboration between Israeli UK-resident
drummer/composer Asaf Sirkis, known for his work with the Lighthouse trio (ACT), Gilad Atzmon, Tim Garland, Larry Corryel, John Abercrombie & the Asaf Sirkis trio, and Polish vocalist/
composer extraordinaire Sylwia Bialas (Germany-resident).
The quartet features USA resident bassist and harmonica player Patrick Bettison, and the
acclaimed Frank Harrison on piano and keyboards (UK).
With an emphasis on band interaction and sheer joy of playing, this band celebrates music from
both collaborators, covering a wide range of influences such as contemporary classical music,
Polish folk, South Indian & Middle Eastern musics as well as a wide range of dynamics – from
the most delicate ballad all the way to high-energy electric virtuoso lines and everything in between. Expect soulful melodies, aerospheric sounds with strong grooves, a full colour electroacoustic jazz with an ethnic touch and some uncommonly used instruments and sound effects.
The quartet has recently been touring the UK and recording their new album 'Dreams Dreams'.
The album will be officially released in November 2014.

A s a f S i r k i s (Israel/UK)
d r u m s, c o m p o s i t i o n
“Since arriving in London from Israel at the end of the end of the '90s, Asaf Sirkis has earned a reputation as one of
the world's premier drummers”Ian Patterson, All About Jazz;
“Asaf Sirkis sounding creatively freer and more dramatically inventive than ever on drums”
John Fordham, The Guardian
Born in Israel, 1969, Asaf started his professional career as a musician in the early 90's playing with many different
Jazz-Rock, Kleizmer, world music, and Free Jazz bands in Israel. During that time he co-operated with Israel’s local
Jazz/world luminaries such as Harold Rubin, Albert Beger, Yair Dlal and Eyal Sela. Many of those early projects
where recorded and released by a pioneer Jazz record label in Israel called Jazzis (founded by Adam Baruch). Around those years Asaf started to write music but it wasn’t until 1995 when he formed his first trio that he found an
outlet for his writing. In 1998 Asaf left Israel and settled in London. He soon become part of the UK Jazz and world
music scene, and started working with artists such as Adel Salameh, a Palestinian aud player/composer and reeds
player Gilad Atzmon with whom he formed the 'Orent House Ensemble'. in 1999 Asaf formed his band 'Inner Noise'
with Steve Lodder (Church Organ) and Mike Outram (Guitar). In 2003 Asaf recorded the Inner Noise’ first album
(‘Inner Noise’, Konnex KCD 5113). ‘Inner Noise’ is widely considered a groundbreaking album and the music has
been described as a new gender - ‘Gothic Jazz’. The CD was chosen as one of the best albums of 2005 at the
CHUOFM89 radio jazz station in Canada.In 2006 Asaf started a unique collaboration with highly acclaimed saxophonist/composer Tim Garland and Pianist Gwilym Simcock known as the 'Lighthouse trio' (ACT). This band has toured world-wide and recorded 3 albums so far. With his Inner Noise band Asaf made two more albums, ‘We Are Falling’ (Konnex 2005) and ‘The Song Within’ (SAM Productions/Egea 2007) which was selected as one of the best
albums of 2007 at the ‘All About Jazz’ web-site by John Kelman.While developing his own compositions, Asaf formed
the Asaf Sirkis Trio in 2007 which features Greek guitarist Tassos Spiliotopoulos and Israeli bassist Yaron Stavi. This
trio released their first album ‘The Monk’ in September, 2008 (SAM Productions/Egea) and is currently preparing a
new release - 'Letting Go' - in September 2010.Asaf is also working with the Larry Coryell’s ‘Power Trio’ (featuring
Larry Coryell on Guitar and Jeff Berlin on Bass), Nicolas Meier Group (guitarist off Jeff Beck's band), a group that
combines Jazz with Middle Eastern music (albums available: ‘Ribbon In The Wind’, ‘Orient’, ‘Yuz’, 'Journey' and ‘Silence Talks’), and with John Law’s Art Of Sound trio as well as working with other artists such as: Chick Corea, Jeff
Berlin, John Abercrombie, Soft Machine, Bob Sheppard, Norman Watt-Roy (off the Blockheads), Wilco Johnson,
Mark Egan, Dave Liebman, David Binney, Gary Husband, John Taylor, Norma Winstone, Kenny Wheeler, Gwilym
Simcock, Andy Sheppard, Lenny Stern, Peter King, John Etherigde and more.

S y l w i a B i a l a s (Poland/Germany)
v o i c e, c o m p o s i t i o n

„Bialas`flexible, changeable timbre and the instrumental approach to improvisation turns her voice into an adaptable, interactive and unique musical instrument.
Her way of phrasing is very peculiar in both: soulful sung lyrics and the picturesque vocalises.“
Sylwia Bialas` music is essentially touched by styles like ECM and ethno . The strong influence of the eastern culture
is indispensably audible in her way of musical expression. „Music is my precious way of sharing, with both the musicians I`m honoured and happy to work with and with the audience...“
Till now she cooperated with artists like Andrea Centazzo (It/USA), Peter Phippen (USA), HP Salentin (Germ), Michael Wollny (Germ), Adrian Mears (Austral.), Zbigniew Lewandowski (Pol), Stephan Schmolck (Germ), Marcus
Schieferdecker (Germ), "The shin" (Georgia), Hubert Winter, Rudi Engel Germany), Ernesto Cortazar Lara (Mexico),
Jeffrey Chin(USA), Antonio Zambrini, Russ Spiegel (USA), Roine Sangenberg, Jesper Bodilsen, Michele Salgarello,
and many other great musical personalities.
Sylwia Bialas was a member and initiator of many International Music & Art projects as well as the diverse bands
touring in Germany, Poland Italy and Scandinavia.
Her recent projects: Sirkis & Bialas Project, Sylwia Bialas Quartet, CEA Ensemble (Scandinavia/Italy/Germany),
Deep Endeavour (scandinavian art project)
Sylwia Bialas did recordings for the soundtracks: "Krabat", 20th Century Fox, "Paradies auf Erden" for the German
Art TV channel. Singer in the theater production "Lucifer`s Matches" (Germany).
www.sylwiabialas.com, www.myspace.com/sylwiabialas

Frank

H a r r i s o n (UK)

p i a n o, k e y b o a r d s
Cranium-shattering levels of intensity
The Guardian
The most elliptical, preoccupied overtures develop unexpected fireworks
The Guardian
Lucid, intelligent, spacious and beautifully controlled explorations
Jazzwise
As delicate and expressive as anything else I've heard ... Simply beautiful
Northern Echo
Frank Harrison is one of the UK’s unique pianistic voices
John Stevenson, EJazzNews
Frank Harrison took up the piano at 11, and began playing gigs when he was 15. After taking up a scholarship at Berklee School Of Music, Boston, he returned to the UK and joined Gilad Atzmon’s band. In
2000 they started the Orient House Ensemble, with whom Frank has recorded seven albums, including
BBC Jazz Album Of The Year 2003, Exile. The band regularly tours Europe, playing at major Jazz and
World music festivals. Frank has also performed with Peter King, Julian Arguelles, Julian Siegel, Don Weller, Alan Barnes, John Etheridge, Louis Stewart and Iain Ballamy.
In 2006 Frank formed a trio with drummer Stephen Keogh and bassist Aidan O’Donnell. Their debut album, First Light, launched to critical acclaim and they have since toured regularly in Europe and the Far
East, as well as collaborating with special guests such as Louis Stewart and Tina May. Frank's new
trio features Davide Petrocca on bass and Stephen Keogh on drums.

P a t r i c k B e t t i s o n (UK/USA)
e l e c t r i c b a s s, c h r o m a t i c c h a r m o n i c a

Patrick Bettison was born in England and raised in Australia. Completely self-taught, he started playing
the bass when he was 8 years old. He began writing music at the age of 13 and working professionally
as a musician at 16, playing bass, piano, and guitar.
After graduating from high school, Patrick moved to Glasgow, Scotland, where he began playing jazz
with multi-instrumentalist Bobby Wishart. Eighteen months later, he moved to London to further his jazz
education. During the eight years he spent on the London jazz scene, he played with Tim Whitehead, Jim
Mullen, Stan Sulzmann, Steve Arguelles, Django Bates, Gary Husband and many other British jazz musicians. He recorded and toured the US extensively with Acoustic Alchemy.
Patrick soon tired of the dreary London weather and moved to Tampa, Florida. In Florida, performed and
recorded with Gumbi Ortiz, Brazilian pianist, Manfredo Fest and many others. During this time, he started
playing the chromatic harmonica.
Patrick has spent much of the last four years in London and since has performed or recorded with Tim
Garland's Electric Lighthouse, Natacha Atlas, Asaf Sirkis Trio, Tim Whitehead's Colour Beginnings, Nicolas Meier Group, Pixie Lott, Carl Orr, Pino Palladino, Nic France Trio, Giorgio Serci Trio, and many others.
Patrick’s music is a reflection of his diverse musical background. His music can be fun and upbeat while
maintaining a human vulnerability that touches listeners.

